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MicroMAST :  
Micromanipulation and 
Microfluidics : Multiscale 
Applications of Surface 
Tension 

THE PROMOTOR’S WORD  

Thanks to all of you and to the funding of the Belgian Science Policy Office (Belspo), a 

new research project on microfluidics and micromanipulation has been kicked off this 

year: MicroMAST 

During 5 years, our network composed of specialists in their fields (let us cite for instance 

rheology, applied physics, micro-engineering and precision mechanics, microfluidics and 

elastocapillarity, surface science) will study multiscale applications of surface tension.  

Last year was already very rich in terms of collaborations, trainings and already a first 

international event: the European Coating Symposium organized by our colleagues from 

UMons.With the arrival of new Phd students and postdocs at the beginning of this aca-

demic year, I expect our MicroMAST project to increase even more its scientific activity.  

The enthousiasm feeled during our first plenary meeting in Durbuy is indeed very prom-

ising towards this objective!  

PROJECT AIMS  

Our scientific goals are driven by fundamental questions raised in microfluidics, interfa-

cial science, and micromanipulation. The rational use of surface tension, surface stress 

and capillary effects in micromanipulation will be applied to a selected number of highly 

relevant case studies including capillary gripping, capillary filling, capillary alignment, 

capillary sealing, capillary self-assembly and droplet manipulation. The proposed pro-

gram is highly multidisciplinary, as it combines the forefront research in physics, material 

science, chemistry and engineering.  

It will cover topics that range from fundamental theory with atomistic simulations to 

experiments to investigate the fundamentals and selected more applied case studies.  

As illustrated by our logo, the project will address both static and dynamic points of view 

of capillary forces (WP1, in red on the logo),  and establish the link with the microscopic 

properties of surfaces (WP2, in green on the logo)  and liquids (WP3, in blue on the logo). 
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« Prize : Prof. P. Colinet (ULB) and Dr. S. Dorbolo (ULg) to be nominated 
at the Gallery of Fluid Motion for their work on Leidenfrost explosions » 

An acoustical levitator was developed in ULB-

BEAMS for non-contact micromanipulation of 

millimetric components in the pressure nodes of an 

acoustic wave (J. Appl. Phys. 109, 124901 (2011)). 

Here to be seen are three millimetric cardboard 

chips. 

 

Stéphane Dorbolo and his colleagues could use it to 

levitate droplets aiming at trapping particles or 

studying the evaporation of mixture 

(solvant+particles). The levitation allows to avoid 

triple line problems even if the evaporation is not 

isotrope, new insights are supposed to emerge.  

 

The early collaboration between ULB and KUL led 

to the first wafers of the project. Frederik Ceyssens, 

Pieter Gijsenbergh and Massimo Mastrangeli will 

further study electrified liquid spreading. 

 

Also to emphasize, the 1st MicroMAST publication 

[Scheid2012] Scheid, B., Dorbolo, S., Arriaga, L.R., 

Rio, E., 2012. Antibubble Dynamics: The Drainage 

of an Air Film with Viscous Interfaces. Phys. Rev. 

Lett. 109, 264502 (2012) 

PHD IN COSUPERVISION 

COLLABORATIVE  ACTIVITIES 

Sophie Gernay (ULG/ULB)  

« To reproduce the incredible properties of 

insect adhesion (high force level, adaptability 

to a lot of substrates, short time response, 

self cleaning) in an industrial micromanipu-

lation, we must first understand the capillary 

adhesion taking place under the living in-

sect's leg, which relies on micrometric hair 

like structures forming capillary bridges at 

their tips. Their elastic deformation is 

thought to have a role to play in the detach-

ment mechanism. Therefore I try to study 

their default position and deformation while 

put in contact with a glass substrate (top 

picture). »  

  

Laurent Maquet (ULg/ULB) 

« I study the interactions between micro 

particles  and Leidenfrost drops, which pre-

sent a quasi-frictionless motion when being 

levitated. Levitating small objects as micro 

particles is a nice scientific tool. The interac-

tions can be sorted in 3 classes: capture, 

transport and deposition. In the last two 

ones, some auto-organization processes 

occur. The particles have shown to be able to 

coat the drop in a structured monolayer, 

which significantly decreases the evaporation 

rate due to the reduction of the surface of 

evaporation due to the dewetting of the par-

ticles. A theoretical model for this modifica-

tion is under development at ULB.» 

New Prize  for our team 
 

 A short video entitled 

“Leidenfrost explosions”, descri-

bing recent results obtained in 

collaboration between ULg 

(Prof. S. Dorbolo and Dr F. Mo-

reau) and ULB (Prof. P. Coli-

net), has received a Gallery of 

Fluid Motion Award in Novem-

ber 2012 at the APS-DFD mee-

ting in San Diego.  

The movie, which can be seen at 

http://youtu.be/z0sp3AjgUy4, 

studies the Leidenfrost pheno-

menon (i.e. the levitation of a 

droplet above a very hot plate) 

for water containing surfactants, 

which surprisingly results in a 

violent explosion in a wide 

range of experimental condi-

tions. More details can be found 

in the paper Phys. Fluids 25, 

0 9 1 1 1 1  ( 2 0 1 3 ) ;  d o i : 

10.1063/1.4820127 
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PRESENTATION OF THE  

MICROFLUIDICS LAB 

The Microfluidics Lab has been created in 2012 in the Department of Aerospace and Me-

chanical Engineering (ULg). It is now a part of the GRASP, a research group dedicated to 

soft ma�er.The research activity of the group, mostly experimental, is mainly focused on 

liquid µ-flows driven by surface tension.  

 
 
Current research projects include: 

• Rain impact on plant leaves (Fig.1-4) – Influence of substrate compliance, wet-

tability and µ-texture on the impact dynamics. 

• Bouncing drops on vibrated liquid interfaces (Fig.5) – Coupling between 

drops and the underlying Faraday waves, suggesting an analogy with quantum me-
chanics. 

• Droplet-based µ-fluidics (Fig.6-7) – Manipulation of droplets in µ-channels, 

encapsulation of solid µ-components. 

• Biomimetic capillary adhesion (Fig.8-9) – Adhesion and detachment dynamics 

of the wet hairy pads on some insect feet; influence of hair compliance  
 
 

GRASP  - GROUP FOR 

RESEARCH AND APPLI-

CATIONS IN STATISTI-

CAL PHYSICS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S. Dorbolo focuses some of his 

research on the physics of 

droplets. A droplet should be 

seen as a minimum manipulable 

quantity of a fluid. Bouncing 

and levitation of droplets allow 

manipulating droplets without 

any contact.  

More precisely, the IAP project 

allows to join skills for studying 

the interaction of a fluid and 

floating particles.  

Finally, a particular and ama-

zing object, the antibubble, 

concentrates much attention as 

the physics explaining their 

existence is finely connected to 

surface properties of the liquid 

used to produce them. 

 

A MICROMASTER IN 

CAMBRIDGE 

 

 

 

 

Still affiliated part time at KUL 

Dr Michaël De Volder has joined 

the University of Cambridge 

(UK) as lecturer in Nanomanu-

facturing and engineering de-

sign.  
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PASSED EVENTS 

2014 EVENTS  

18-21/05/2014   

1st International Conference on Micro & Nanofluidics  Fundamentals and Applications   

http://www.flow14conference.com/ 

 

13-18/07/2014  

Dynamics of complex fluid-fluid interfaces  

http://rheology-esr.net/events/dynamics-of-complex-fluid-fluid-interfaces/  

Website : www.micromast.be 

 

Youtube channel :  

http://youtube.com/mmastiap 

 

Mailing lists :  

micromast.wp1@listserv.ulb.ac.be 

micromast.wp2@listserv.ulb.ac.be 

micromast.wp3@listserv.ulb.ac.be 

micromast.all@listserv.ulb.ac.be 

 

Interested by our activities?  

Please contact Laure Bodenghien 

(laure.bodenghien@ulb.ac.be) to be 

added to our mailing list 

VOTRE LOGO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About 40 participants attended our meetings. We were joined in Durbuy by the foreign experts of our scientific advisory board:  

Prof. Jacco Snoeijer (U Twente, NL), Dr. Dominic Vella (Oxford, UK) and Dr Jean-Baptiste Salmon (CNRS-LOF, Bordeaux, F). 

 

Doctoral training on the design of experiments (DOE) : by Dr Jean-Marie Furbringer (EPFL)  

How to design an experimental campaign in research or production plant? How to minimize the amount of experiments and optimize 

the quality of your results? 

“Well-structured workshop with straightforward notes and exercises. It offered a very good overview of the DOE field” Yannis 

Tsoumpas (ULB-TIPS) 

 

Kick off meeting in ULB (17 January) Plenary meeting in Durbuy (9-10 September) 

This research has been funded by the Interuniversity Attraction Poles Programme 

(IAP 7/38 MicroMAST) initiated by the Belgian Science Policy Office. 


